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Abstract 
This paper presents the web application – AITRANS – used for the periodic training and testing of operative staff in high voltage 
substations of the Timisoara Branch of Transelectrica, the Romanian Power Transmission System Operator. According to 
legislation in Romania, operative staff of the Transmission System Operator (TSO) must accomplish a given number of hours of 
training every semester where they will be familiarized with new and/or modified procedures and the legislation used in the 
operation of high voltage power system substations. After these training sessions, each person must take a test to ensure proper 
assimilation of the new information. To optimize the training and evaluation process, a web application was developed. With a 
user name and password (for user level), each member of the operative staff can log in and study the materials at any time, and 
also self-assess their knowledge by taking several tests. The administrator can remotely observe the training status of each 
person, and will also generate a final test at the end of the training period. Using the web application instead of the traditional 
method of training and testing proved to be very effective. The feedback from staff was positive.  
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of WCES 2014. 
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1. Introduction 
During recent years, the complexity of the role of power system control centre operators has increased 
significantly. The nature of operating problems have changed many times, from problems concerning volt/var 
coordination to emergency conditions, voltage collapse, congestion management, etc. Economic factors and the 
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deregulation of utilities have led both to a downsizing of the utility operating staff and the retirement of senior 
operators with many years of experience. Vacant positions have been filled with junior operators who have less on-
the job experience. All of these factors have increased the need for system control centre operators to be trained in 
all phases of system operations: normal operations, emergency operations, and system restoration (Bronzini, Bruno, 
De Benedictis, Lamonaca, Scala, Rotondo and Stecchi, 2010). Complex technical environments depend heavily on 
properly-trained operators for a multitude of systems, but are often associated with high on-site training costs and 
safety hazards that tend to make training sessions difficult or impossible, and thereby less frequent and available to 
fewer individuals. When training is improper or insufficient, damage and injury to both equipment and personnel are 
a very real threat, ultimately impacting costs, operational efficiency and the quality of the working environment 
(Prais, Johnson, and  Bose, Curtice, 1989; Tamt, Badrat, Marceauf, Marint and Malowanyt, 1999). The same aspects 
apply to Transelectrica. Transelectrica is the Romanian Transmission System Operator (TSO). Transelectrica 
ensures the Romanian Power System (RPS) reliable and stable operation at quality standards, while providing the 
national electricity transmission network under transparent, non-discriminatory and fair conditions to all market 
participants. Because of its mission, its operative personnel must be very well prepared both in theoretical and 
practical knowledge, and up to date with all changes in the regulations and national standards. According to 
legislation in Romania and the Transelectrica management plan (CNTEE Transelectrica 2013), operative staff of the 
TSO must accomplish a given number of hours of training every semester where they will be familiarized with new 
and/or modified procedures and legislation used in the operation of high voltage power system substations. Upon 
completion of each training cycle each operator must pass a test that includes questions on topics corresponding to 
the training cycle. Due to the nature of the role, not all operative staff are available at the scheduled training sessions. 
Therefore,  the classic training method with a tutor at a given time is difficult to implement and the results are 
inadequate. Because of this, a new approach is required. For this, training information and data must be available at 
any time, regardless of location, so that every trained person can study, test themselves and be prepared to pass the 
final test with the testing supervisor. The training and testing environment must be very friendly and familiar to 
users. This condition was also observed in applications used for educational purposes students of power systems 
(Vuc, Baloi and Schiopu, 2014). Also, at any time, the training supervisor must observe the stage of training for each 
person and prepare the final test. For this, a web application for training and testing was developed. It is called 
AITRANS and was developed from an open source web application (TCExam, 2009). In chapter 2, the capabilities 
of the web application are presented. In chapter 3 and chapter 4 the administration section and user section are 
described. Finally, by analyzing results obtained from using the application, and its comparison with the classic 
training and testing method, a conclusion is presented in chapter 5. 
2. Overview of the AITRANS web application 
Before developing AITRANS, several factors had to be taken into consideration: 
x The training documentation must be available at any time and at any company location during the training 
session; 
x The operative personnel must be able to self-examine their knowledge; 
x The training supervisor must have full access to training documentation and information about trained personnel: 
duration of training, results of self-testing, on-line users, management of user groups, users, training session topic 
and test topics. 
The best solution for incorporating all the above requirements was to develop an online application stored on the 
company server, which could be accessed by any staff member with a user name and a password.Using an online 
platform for training and testing has certain advantages (TcExam, 2009): 
x Increased delivery, administration and scoring efficiency; 
x Reduced costs for many elements of the training and testing lifecycle; 
x Improved test security resulting from electronic transmission and encryption; 
x Consistency and reliability; 
x Faster and more controlled test revision process with a shorter response time;  
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x Faster decision-making as the result of immediate scoring and reporting;  
x  Unbiased test administration and scoring; fewer response entry and recognition errors;  
x Fewer comprehension errors caused by the testing process;  
x Improved translation and localization with universal availability of content;  
x New advanced and flexible item types;  
x Increased candidate acceptance and satisfaction and also a leap of quality in the knowledge of the trained person. 
The developed training and testing platform derives from an open source web application and was modified and 
extended to correspond to the requirements of Transelectrica. The application is web based and developed using 
LAMP platform (Linux, Apache, MySQL and PHP) (PHP Manual, MySQL Reference Manual), but can be installed 
on any server that can run PHP. As a web-based application, AITRANS runs on a web server and uses web pages as 
the user interface. It uses a common three-tier structure. The data and the PHP scripts are stored on a server and the 
users can log on from any computer in the LAN.The application has two main sections: administrative section (for 
training and testing supervisors – one supervisor per company branch or power substation) and public section (for 
every member of the operative staff). The two sections will be presented in the following chapters.  To improve 
security, the administration and public area are physically separated on file system. This allows the addition of other 
access restrictions based on filesystem and WebServer. To access the various AITRANS resources a valid account 
(user name and password) is needed, with a level equal to or greater than the requested resource level. By default, 
the trainee has the lowest access level and each branch supervisor has the maximum access level.  To improve 
software flexibility AITRANS includes some tools to directly export or import users, questions or results data using 
various open formats: CSV (Comma Separated Values), XML (eXtensible Mark-up Language) and PDF (Portable 
Document Format). The detailed results in PDF format can be automatically sent by email to each user. In addition, 
the database is fully documented in order to make it easily accessible by external applications (i.e. phpMyAdmin) to 
perform custom data import/export or backup procedures. AITRANS uses a common mark-up language to add text 
formatting, images, multimedia objects (audio and video) and mathematical formulas (supports LaTeX). AITRANS 
includes a simple graphic interface with buttons to easily format the text or add external objects (i.e. images, etc.). 
Generally, any object that could be rendered with a web browser using a specific plug-in can be added to the 
questions, alternative answers or general descriptions. After the training session, the users have to take a final paper-
based test. The supervisor will generate the test from the database, and also a template with the correct answers to 
ease the evaluation process. 
3. Administration section 
Administrator users have the maximum access level for this application. There are several administrators: one for 
each substation or company branch. Their role is to prepare the data for each topic, manage and supervise the users 
during the training and self-testing period and generate the final test. An administrator has the privilege to monitor 
in real time the evolution of each user and also has the privileges to stop, restart or increase the remaining time of 
each test. The administration area contains forms and interfaces to manage the whole system, including user and 
database management, the generation of tests and results. The first menu option refers to user management 
(Utilizatori). The administrator generates a user name and password for each user, sets its access level and includes 
it in one of the groups (Fig. 1). Also, the administrator has the following options: 
x Manage the groups (Grupuri); 
x Observe the training time and evolution for a specific group or user (Selecteaza); 
x Observe the online users and their activity (Online); 
x Observe the results for a specific user (Rezultate). 
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Fig. 1.User management. 
The second menu option concerns the management of topics and question for training and testing (Module). All 
training and testing information is grouped into modules (Module), topics (Teme), questions (Intrebari) and answers 
(Raspunsuri) (Fig. 2.). Each training module can comprise multiple topics and each topic can comprise multiple 
questions. For every topic, question, answer and help information, a multimedia object (image, video, etc.) can be 
added. Also, a field with help and additional information for the user was implemented to ensure the proper 
assimilation of information. 
There are several question types in AITRANS: 
x Multiple choice single answer: the user can only specify one correct answer (radio button); 
x Multiple choice multiple answer: the user may select all answers that apply (check box); 
x Ordering answer: the user has to select the right order of alternative answers. 
Selecting Lista option, the administrator can review all questions from a specific topic. The Import option 
imports all topics, questions, answers and help information from an external file using scripts. Using Teste option, 
the administrator generates and manages self-evaluation tests for users. For a test, the administrator sets the start and 
end time, test duration, base point for the question, random or not random questions, results or reports for the user, 
the group or groups that can take the test, the number of question from a selected topic, the number of possible 
answers for multiple answer questions, etc. Evaluare gives the administrator the option  to allocate a percentage 
base point for a wrong or no answer, to different types of questions. The Rezultate option allows the administrator to 
visualize the results of individual users, groups, tests and user. The Statistici option presents statistical information 
per user and per test. All results and statistics can be exported to PDF or CSV files. 
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Fig. 2.Questions and answers management section 
4. Public section 
The public section contains forms and interfaces that allow users to execute the tests. In order to access this area, 
users must login, and insert their username and password in the form. Once logged in, users will see a page with a 
list of tests to complete (used for self-evaluation), and possibly tests already done (which can be reset for retraining). 
The list of tests a user sees depends on the relative time frames, the user’s IP address, the user's group, and if the 
tests have already been done or not. The list of active tests shows, other than the test name, a list of links that can 
differ case by case: Info - to display test information; Executa - to start the test; Continua - to continue previously 
interrupted test; Rezultat - to display test results; and Repeta – resets the tests score and allows the user to be 
retested. Also, the total time spent by the user in training is displayed. The test execution form contains two sections 
(Fig. 3). In the first section the user may answer the selected question. The second section contains a menu to select 
the questions and display their status (selected, displayed, answered, difficulty). The user is freely allowed to change 
the answers at any time during the test. Users may leave a general comment on the test and also terminate the test at 
any time. It is not necessary to confirm the end of the test, as it is considered concluded when the expiration time is 
reached. 
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Fig. 3. Test execution form 
5. Conclusion 
Continuous training and education is important in any field of work, especially in high importance areas like 
power systems operation. To optimize the training and evaluation process for operative personnel in Romanian TSO 
substations, a web application was developed. Using the web application with a graphical user interface and is easy 
usage, instead of the traditional method of training and testing, proved to be very effective. On the one hand, the 
work of supervisors was less stressful and results were easier to assess. On the other hand, feedback from staff was 
positive. In addition, after six months of the web application’s use, an increase in the quality of the operative staff’s 
knowledge was observed following analysis and comparison of the test results. For example, if average grades for 
trained personnel were approximately 7.5 out of 10 before the application’s implementation, average grades rose to 
approximately 8 out of 10 in the months following its introduction. 
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